
SOP for MBA in Canada

To,

The Visa officer,

Canadian High Commission,

City.

Subject: Statement of purpose for Canada student visa application

Respected Sir/Madam,

MBA is my childhood desire. I was always keen to learn the business strategies, struggles

and the solution from my father as he is a businessman. I was grateful that I was able to

figure out my career at a very young age. As I have narrowed down what my career is, I can

able to concentrate on my academics without deviation. That makes me secure well in my

academics.

To make the first step of my career, I have decided to do the Bachelor’s in Business

Administration at XYZ institute. With a strong interest in learning the business concepts, I

have got 80% in my bachelor’s program. Other than academics, I wanted to know the ability

of my skills. Hence, I have handled students for the project, conducted cultural events,

actively participated in the presentations, seminars and group discussions, etc.

My personal skills were developed and I got to know my strengths while doing my JOB

ROLE in the XYZ organisation. I have attained the organisation skills such as

communication, team handling, management, planning, etc. Being in the organisation for 3

years, I have explored a lot of areas and came to know what my field needs to be. I have even

handled many international clients and projects in the organisation. That made me move to

the next step and do extensive research about the countries, universities that offer great

quality MBA education.

After spending time researching, my preferences got matched and I have concluded the

country as Canada and the institute as UNIVERSITY NAME. The decision of choosing



MBA in the UNIVERSITY NAME will definitely be a great stepping stone for my career

goals and the teaching and training methodology will help to fine-tune my skills and make

me achieve the goal I have had for years.

The opportunity of pursuing MBA in the UNIVERSITY NAME will be the best-ever

decision I have made for my career. I’m eagerly looking forward to study MBA at a

UNIVERSITY NAME in Canada.


